The Romantics: A Novel

Pankaj Mishra is one of the most promising
talents of his generation, and this stunning,
universally praised novel of self-discovery
heralds a remarkable career.The young
Brahman Samar has come to the holy city
of Benares to complete his education and
take the civil service exam that will
determine his future. But in this city
redolent of timeworn customs, where
pilgrims bathe in the sacred Ganges and
breathe in smoke from burning ghats along
the shore, Samar is offered entirely
different perspectives on his country. Miss
West and her circle, indifferent to the
reality around them, represent those drawn
to India as a respite from the material
world. And Rajesh, a sometimes violent,
sometimes mystical leader of student
malcontents, presents a more jaundiced
view. More than merely illustrating the
clash of cultures, Mishra presents the
universal truth that our desire for the other
is our most painful joy.

Romanticism was an artistic, literary, and intellectual movement that originated in Europe . In the late 18th century,
Horace Walpoles 1764 novel The Castle of Otranto created the Gothic fiction genre, that combines elements of horror
andThe Romantics: A Novel Pankaj Mishra ISBN: 9780375502743 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher mit Versand
und Verkauf duch Amazon.In Pankaj Mishras debut novel, East not only meets West, the two forcibly collide, causing
all manner of bruises and contusions. The hero and narrator of TheROMANTICISM IN GREAT BRITAIN: NOVEL
AND POETRY. The Romantic Age 1789-1832. The Romantic period lasts about forty years, from the FrenchThe
Romantics: A Novel Paperback February 20, 2001. Pankaj Mishra is one of the most promising talents of his
generation, and this stunning, universally praised novel of self-discovery heralds a remarkable career.Perfect for fans of
Lauren Myracle and Rainbow Rowell, The Romantics will This novel follows Gael (a romantic at heart) and his quest
to find love as he livesThe Romantics has 3667 ratings and 367 reviews. This book wasnt on my radar until I received a
mailing from Amulet, complete with matching candy.The Romantics is a first novel of astonishing maturity. It has
virtually none of the rawness of apprentice-work and a great deal of that calm authority which one This little
self-referential nugget is nicely buried in The Romantics, Ms. Niederhoffers book about a clique of college friends
reuniting at aEditorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. In film producer Niederhoffers wan second novel (following
A Taxonomy of Barnacles), a love triangle takes centerMishras passionate, ambitious but not entirely successful debut
follows the sentimental education of its ingenuous, sensitive Indian narrator. Twenty years oldThe Romantics: A Novel Buy The Romantics: A Novel only for Rs. 679 at . Only Genuine Products. 30 Day Replacement Guarantee. Free
Shipping.The Romantics [Galt Niederhoffer] on . In film producer Niederhoffers wan second novel (following A
Taxonomy of Barnacles), a love triangle
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